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Since 2011, MillenniumIT (an innovative technology group headquartered in 

Colombo) have partnered many times with Habitat Sri Lanka in building 
homes for the underprivileged in the country. Their most recent endeavor saw 
them hand over 261 houses to a majority Tamil community in Thadumunai 
Village, Vakarai. The project, which spanned the course of a year, was funded 
by the London Stock Exchange Group Foundation with support from MIT. 
Habitat Sri Lanka undertook completing construction on the homes which 
were initially started on by another organization(NEHRP).

Joined by over 50 MIT staff and Habitat employees, the event kick started 

with a procession, music and customary garlanding. Beneficiaries and locals 

stood in line to welcome many visitors. Attending the event was Mr. Tony 

Weeresinghe (in one of his final events as MIT’s Chairman), Habitat’s National 

Director, Dinesh Kanagaratnam, former ND, Tony Senewiratne, Brigadier 

Nandan and Government Secretariat Rahulanayaki. Once the oil lamp was lit 

by guests, a traditional dance item was performed by the local youth after 

which an articulate 4 year old girl, Jesuthasan Sathurtika, described the

improvement of her village since they received aid. Habitats National Director 

next stood to thank all who supported the project. MIT’s Chairman also joined 
in, expressing his pleasure in supporting the underprivileged, regardless of 

any racial or religious divides and voicing his opinion on the assistance of 

needy people as being a duty.    

Next, several guests invited the beneficiaries to the podium to present them 
with a symbolic key to their new homes. The houses were made on a 

simple design, are low–cost and made to reduce congestion & improve 
sanitation. The new homeowners will now benefit physically, emotionally and 

financially; a marked improvement from their previous despondent state. As a 
token of their appreciation, all guests were gifted a customized souvenir by 

the beneficiaries. Once the ceremony wrapped up, the group took to touring 
the site and visiting some of the new homes. 

Additionally, in relation to Mr. Tony Weeresinghe’s impending retirement, a 
gift of a new home was donated by him and his staff to a severely 

disadvantaged family living in the same area. Nagarasa Vasantha Malar who 
lives in Thikilivettai Kiran has 5 mouths to feed on an insufficient income. Her 

husband is unemployed and unable to work which leaves her and her eldest 
daughter as breadwinners for the family. Their temporary home which they 

erected after leaving an IDP camp was unstable and unsanitary. Water was 
unavailable, leaving them travelling distances to fetch their daily needs. Thus, 

the new 500 sq feet house they’ll be receiving was met with sheer gratitude 
and hope for the future. The foundation stone for the home was laid by 

Mr. Tony Weeresinghe, MIT and Habitat staff on the 20th of June 2014. 
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